PHYS 1040 Extra Credit Opportunity:
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (20 points)
DUE NO LATER THAN Tuesday 29 Jul 2008, 1:10pm

1. From whom did Mr. Prosser descend?

2. Where are mattresses grown?

3. What is the name of the most sophisticated computer ever built?

4. What is the entry for "Earth" in the HGTTG?

5. What initials were burned into Zaphod Beeblebrox's brain?

6. Where is Ford Prefect from?

7. What is the most useful object a hitchhiker can carry?

8. The Vl'hurg and the G'Gugyuntt are two races who waged simultaneous war on the Milky Way Galaxy. What happened to their mighty battle fleet?

9. What did Humma Kavula want Zaphod to retrieve from Deep Thought?
10. List your two (2) favorite quotes from the book, give their page numbers, and explain why each one caught your attention.

11. Think of the most improbable thing ever to happen to you; maybe randomly bumping into an old friend in some airport, for example. Estimate just how improbable that event was. Don't guess, estimate.